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Daisi
is a not-for-profit arts education organisation creating and
promoting inspiring artistic and cultural experiences which
enable more children and young people to access the
transformative and inclusive power of the arts.

200 Years of Tiverton
was a 2 year arts and heritage project which creatively
investigated the life and legacy of Victorian entrepreneur
and philanthropist, John Heathcoat of Tiverton (1783-1861).

Tiverton children and young people explored their local
history through visual art, ceramics, print, storytelling and
creative writing workshops. The project concluded with an
exhibition telling the story from Lace to Space through a
visual feast of artwork alongside imaginative written and
audio stories.

Prints made at Heathcoat Primary School with Double Elephant Print Workshop. 

https://daisi.org.uk/
https://daisi.org.uk/exhibition-at-knightshayes/


From Lace to Space 
Nerio’s Wedding Dress
The centrepiece of the exhibition was Nerio’s
Wedding Dress. Who is Nerio, you may ask? Nerio is
the wife of Mars - goddess of war, strength and
diplomacy.

The dress tells the story from John Heathcoat’s
invention of the Bobbinet Lace Machine and his
arrival in Tiverton, to the purchase of Knightshayes
Court by his grandson Sir John Heathcoat-Amory
(1829 -1914) with wealth generated by the factory, and
finishes at Heathcoat Fabrics 2020, where they made
the parachute for the Mars Landing.

The dress has been created using visual artwork
made by children from 3 local primary schools. Art
students from Petroc College of Further Education
helped to make the finished garment.

These slides show the creative process and tell the
story behind making the dress.

Image: Nerio’s Wedding Dress 
Model: Katherine Drake



The Lace Bodice
- establishing the factory 
and building better lives
John Heathcoat’s innovative machine mechanised
lace making. Through the repetition of woven
hexagons it allowed lace to be produced on an
industrial scale. Unpopular with traditional lace
makers, Luddites attacked Heathcoat’s
Nottinghamshire factory - where he was born and
lived at the time.

In 1816, following the incident, John Heathcoat
inspired around 100 families to walk 200 miles from
Loughborough to a better life working for him at a
recently purchased old mill in Tiverton.

Heathcoat went on to transform the social and
employment fabric of the town for the better.
Improving working conditions, providing pensions and
education alongside homes with gardens, sanitation
and lighting, all of which remain in use today.

Image: Creating story characters at Heathcoat Primary School 



Inspired by patterns from traditional lace making,
children drew pictures of nature that might have been
seen on the walk to Tiverton. They drew black on
white in a continuous line just as lace makers use
thread.

The children developed characters and wrote stories.
Imagining themselves on the walk, working in the
factory and living in the new homes that Heathcoat
went on to build in Tiverton.

The children’s drawings have been transferred on to
the yoke and bodice of the dress.

The Lace Bodice
- establishing the factory 
and building better lives

Image: lace pattern drawing from Heathcoat Primary School 



Once established, John Heathcoat’s factory went on
to make wedding veils for royal brides. They have
made the veil for every royal bride since Queen
Victoria. The yoke of Nerio’s Wedding Dress is
modeled on Queen Victoria’s wedding dress of 1840.

The Lace Bodice
- establishing the factory 
and building better lives

Image: Bodice and tulle yoke of Nerio’s Wedding Dress



The Upper Skirt 
- buying and designing Knightshayes Court 

Sir John Heathcoat-Amory, 1st Baronet of Knightshayes, laid the foundation
stone for Knightshayes in 1869 and moved in with his family in the 1870’s. Sir
John enjoyed the view down the valley to Tiverton where he could see the
factory. The Heathcoat-Amory family continued their local philanthropic work,
which they do to this day.

Image: Knightshayes, Tiverton. Image courtesy of the National Trust



The Upper Skirt 
- buying and designing 
Knightshayes Court 

The Heathcoat-Amory’s engaged the
architect and interior designer William
Burges (1827 – 1881). Burges was a creative
and eccentric man of bold ideas who, after
Knightshayes, worked on major cathedral
and castle commissions. Travel (and
opium) expanded his mind and he was
influenced by colour and pattern from
North Africa, the Middle East and China.

Today, the country house is a Gothic
Revivalist jewel in the National Trust’s
crown. The family didn’t appreciate Burges
theatrical style and the spiraling costs and
he was given the sack before the house
was completed.

Image: Knightshayes library at our exhibition launch 



Children worked with symmetry and
pattern to create their own Burges
inspired design motifs. Once designed,
they printed them onto luxurious red fabric
using gold paint, echoing the colours at
Knightshayes. The college students sewed
the panels together for the dress.

The children imagined themselves living
the life of a wealthy family on an English
country estate. They devised and
performed an audio play, which included
fabricated conversations between the
Heathcoat-Amorys and Burges – his
commission and sacking.

The Upper Skirt 
- buying and designing 
Knightshayes Court 

Image: Upper skirt of Nerio’s Wedding Dress using prints made at Rackenford Primary School 



Odes to Nerio
Children wrote Praise Poems to the Goddess Nerio,
Roman goddess of war, valour and diplomacy.

O Nerio you splendid goddess 
Your courage inspires us to never give up.
Nerio your plume of feathers is a swan floating 
on a still lake.
You can hear the water,
Hear the heron’s cry across the silent pond.
Your armour is like a rolling hedgehog in a pile 
of leaves.
Taste the dead wet blood as your army fall to 
the ground,
Nerio you are a warrior with your spear and 
torch,
Nerio your spear is a pouncing tiger.
You can taste the metal of the blood. 

Image: Ode to Nerio by children from Bolham Primary School 



The forward thinking spirit of innovation with which
John Heathcoat founded his factory in 1816 remains
at Heathcoat Fabrics today. No longer owned by the
Heathcoat-Amory family, the factory continues to be
a mainstay of employment in the town.

Image: Monica Shanta Brown’s dress design workbook

The Lower Skirt
- Heathcoat Fabrics ‘Dare Mighty Things’ 2020 and beyond



Carrying on the momentum from those pioneering
days of the Bobbinet Lace Machine to the present
day, Heathcoat Fabrics is a global market leader in
engineered technical textiles and at the fore front of
textile innovation.

In 2020 the Mars Rover, ‘Perseverance’, successfully
landed on Mars with a parachute made in Tiverton
using specialised space fabric.

Written into the fabric in binary code was the phrase
‘Dare Mighty Things’.

Image: Making Nerio’s Wedding Dress 

The Lower Skirt
- Heathcoat Fabrics ‘Dare Mighty Things’ 2020 and beyond



Pattern inspiration for the children’s design work
came from the rivets and fixings on the Mars Rover.

Children printed directly on to the Mars parachute
fabric, kindly donated by Heathcoat Fabrics.
Students from Petroc College helped to assemble
the lower skirt in the style of the parachute complete
with code reading ‘Dare Mighty Things’.

The Lower Skirt
- Heathcoat Fabrics ‘Dare Mighty Things’ 2020 and beyond

Image: Lower skirt of Nerio’s Wedding Dress 



Exploring heritage through the arts

Over 500 children learnt about their local
history through hands on and thought
provoking creative workshops. Local
history reflects national and international
history. The creative workshops brought
history to life for the children and young
people. They were able to recognise and
reaffirm their connection to where they
live. In every school and college was
heard “my mum works there”, “I live near
there”, “my uncle worked on the
parachute”, “my ancestors walked from
Nottingham.”

Image: Nerio’s Wedding Dress. 
From left to right: Cameron Harvie, Petroc College students, Sara Hurley, Monica Shanta Brown 



Daisi artists were impressed with every
participant’s willingness to have a go at
something new - to experiment, play, to be
curious in their learning. The impact of the
walk to Tiverton, just over 200 years ago,
still ripples through the artwork of the
children and young people. Small steps
matter.

These young history makers are part of
the story now, after all, they have made a
wedding dress fit for a goddess! The
participants have ‘Dared Mighty Things’
and we hope they will continue to do so in
the future.

Exploring heritage through the arts

Image: Petroc College student sewing Nerio’s Wedding Dress 



Thanks to our funders The National
Heritage Lottery Fund and Mid Devon
District Council who have made it possible
for Daisi to deliver ‘200 Years of Tiverton’.
Thank you to our partners for their support
in carrying out the project - the National
Trust at Knightshayes and Tiverton
Museum of Mid Devon Life. Thanks to
Heathcoat Fabrics for the fabric and
interest in the project.

Exploring heritage through the arts

Image: Nerio’s Wedding Dress bodice 
Visitors left to right:  Diana Johnson - Daisi Chair of Trustees, 

Cameron Harvie - Managing Director, Heathcoat Fabrics, 
Mayor of Tiverton - Cllr Sue Griggs. 



Lead Daisi artists
Sara Hurley is a storyteller, performer and participatory artist
working with traditional story, history and ideas for making new
stories. She has worked with thousands of people of all ages in
education, health, heritage and community settings in 30 years of
inspiring and facilitating creative responses through story, drama
and writing. Sara performs as a storyteller in beautiful corners of
Devon as well as national and international events. She went to
school in Tiverton.

Monica Shanta Brown is a multi-disciplinary visual artist and
educator. Her art practice is a collage of many materials and
outcomes using whatever media or processes suit an idea. She
creates digital images, objects, drawings, moving image digital film,
interactive performance and installations.

Monica’s design concept and vision for the Goddess Nerio’s dress
brings together inspiration from Queen Victoria’s Wedding Dress,
with its veil made of Heathcoat Fabric’s bobbinet lace, the designs
of Knightshayes and the parachute-silk wedding dresses of many
Air Force brides in the years after WW II. The skirt spells out the
visionary phrase ‘Dare Mighty Things’ with the same fabric and
code as the Mars Rover ‘Perseverance’ parachute.

Thanks to Double Elephant Print Workshop and RAMP Ceramics for
their creative input to the project.

Daisi Project Manager - Rae Hoole

The exhibition and Nerio’s Wedding Dress are available to be shown at 
other venues. Please contact admin@daisi.org.uk www.daisi.org.uk

Information Pack – Text: Sara Hurley, Photography: Ben Tallamy, Design: Monica 
Shanta Brown, Additional Photographs: Sara Hurley & Monica Shanta Brown

Image: Nerio’s Wedding Dress with its’ designer Monica Shanta Brown 
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http://www.daisi.org.uk/
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